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Author's response to reviews:

Formatting changes requested

-----------------------------

Major revisions (we require the authors to make these changes)

Affiliations: remove the italics from this section. - done!

Figure citations: please cite all figures as 'figure' and not 'fig'. - done!

Reference 10: this reference has not been cited in the manuscript; please amend this, ensuring that all references are cited in consecutive numerical order. - done!
(citation 8 cited by mistake in the materials section has been changed to 10!)

Minor revisions (we can make these changes for the authors, however it will speed publication of your article if you make these revisions along with the major revisions above)

Tables: please edit these so that vertical lines are not visible. - done!

Figure information: please title this section `figure legends'. - done!

Manuscript format: please remove the blank page after the references section. - done!